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Introduction and Acknowledgments
This edition of Where We Stand marks a departure in the way we assess

provide annual updates for the indicators contained in this publication

the quality of life in the communities of our region. In prior editions, we

in order to track changes in our communities, identify strengths and

presented dozens of indicators, modifying the items included in diﬀer-

focus attention on problem areas. The data presented are the most

ent years so that each edition presented a slightly diﬀerent combina-

recent available.

tion of indicators. This year, we launch a new approach, which will be
more compact, more easily scanned by our readers, and more consistent over time.
We identiﬁed eleven dimensions of community life and selected only a
few critical indicators to tell us where we stand as a region and within
individual local communities. Each section of this report shows you
how greater Philadelphia ranks in comparison with eight other metropolitan regions, four of which are ﬂourishing regions that may serve
as models (Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis, and Phoenix), along with
two older industrial areas similar to ours (Detroit and Cleveland), and
two regional competitors (Baltimore and Pittsburgh). Each section also
portrays patterns within our region, which we deﬁne as the central

You can ﬁnd maps and underlying data for these indicators, as well as
links to additional information sources on our website (www.temple.
edu/mpip). We invite you to visit this website periodically to ﬁnd updated information.
We wish to acknowledge the colleagues who helped us decide which
indicators to feature in our new format: Jolley Bruce Christman at
Research for Action, Nick Crosson at Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, Tim Evans at New Jersey Future, Phil Hopkins at Select Greater
Philadelphia, Lynne Kotranski at Philadelphia Health Management
Corporation, Ed Wilson at 10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania, and Steven
Wray at the Economy League of Greater Philadelphia.

cities of Philadelphia and Camden plus the suburban counties of

Finally, we express our deepest appreciation for the support and

Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery in Pennsylvania, along with

advice provided by The William Penn Foundation, particularly Gerry

Burlington, Camden, Gloucester and Salem in New Jersey. We hope to

Wang, Shawn McCaney, Helen Davis Picher and Patrick Sherlock.
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Regional Growth

4
0.1 to 2.0�� 2.1 to 5.0�� 5.1 to 20.0�� 20.1 to 50.0��
50.1 to 220.0�� No permits recorded��

The Philadelphia region is a mix of dense

suburbs of Montgomery and Chester coun-

cities, suburban developments, and small

ties. Signiﬁcant development activity is also

towns. These disparate communities share

present within the New Jersey counties of

an underlying economy and many of the

the region, but is less concentrated in any

same developmental pressures, as construc-

one area, with the possible exception of the

tion and population patterns shift across

area around Mullica Hill and Swedesboro

the region. Some communities expand,

in Gloucester County. Some communities

while others grapple with questions of de-

registered no permit activity in 2006, which

cline and renewal. The combined pressures

may be linked to limited development in

of farmland conversion and core com-

the future.

munity revitalization continue to change

______________________________

many communities; simultaneously, others

Uneven population growth is the norm
across the region, with many communities continuing to lose population as
others grow at a striking rate.

wrestle with population decline and pressures for redeﬁning their future.

MAP 1.1: Regional development: building� permits per 1000 residential units, 2006
Source: U.S. Census, Housing Permit Data, 2006.
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FIGURE 1.1: Building permits per
1000 residential units, 2006
�
Source: U.S. Census, Housing Permit Data, 2006.
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In Figure 1.1, we can see that the region’s
position with respect to its comparison
metropolitan areas places it just above the
middle of the distribution. Not surprisingly,
Phoenix far outstrips the rest of the areas,
with Chicago and Minneapolis showing

higher rates of residential construction.

Population growth patterns reﬂect the

These data reﬂect the frequently mentioned

pattern of new residential development.

sense that these are expanding regions.

The region exhibits slow population growth

Boston, however, shows a strikingly lower

overall, irrespective of whether we use our

rate of new residential construction.

traditional regional boundaries (a growth
from 2005 to 2006 of 0.3 percent) or the

Uneven population growth is the norm

Census Bureau’s expanded metropolitan

across the region, with many communities

area (which includes New Castle County,

continuing to lose population as others

Delaware and Cecil County, Maryland),

grow at a striking rate. Map 1.2 presents
a continuing pattern seen in previous

1.2 examines the population growth and

reports—the region’s older communities, in

decline data for our comparison metropoli-

both urban centers and inner ring suburbs,

tan areas, using the expanded metropolitan

continue to experience population declines,

regions used in the American Community

while communities that are located in more

Survey. The Philadelphia region’s increase

recently developing sections are the major

is lower than that of the two robust growth

centers of growth in the area. Sampling

areas of Phoenix and Boston, on par with

errors associated with these estimates limit

Minneapolis, but ahead of the remaining

meaningful comparisons of population

metropolitan areas. Using this geographic

changes within individual communities;

deﬁnition, the region fares much better

the map is intended as a graphic display of

than it would if we limit ourselves to the

the overall regional pattern of population

older deﬁnition of the region.)

change.
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which shows a larger increase, 3.2%. Figure
Loss

Stable

Gain

Less than -.29%�� -0.29 to 0.30%�� 0.31 to 4.00%�� Greater than 4.00%��

MAP 1.2: Percentage change� in population, 2005–2006
Source: U.S. Census, Population Estimates, 2005–2006.
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FIGURE 1.2: Percentage change
in population, 2005–2006
�
Source: U.S. Census, American Community Survey, 2005–2006.
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Sources: NJ and PA Departments
of Labor, 2006.
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Regional Economy
Patterns of employment are central to

Deﬁnitions of “good jobs” typically start with

understanding communities’ well-being.

how well they pay. To examine where the

Where jobs are—and, in particular, where

good jobs are, we computed the median an-

“good jobs” are—are major forces shap-

nual earnings of the jobs for all communities

ing communities’ futures. Using data from

with at least 100 jobs.2 Map 2.2 shows that

employers’ unemployment compensation

where jobs are concentrated is not necessar-

reports to New Jersey and Pennsylvania, we

ily where the highest paying jobs are. While

1

110 to 2,000�� 2,001 to 5,000�� 5,001 to 20,000��
20,001 to 35,000�� 35,001 to 79,526��

examine these questions in this section.

MAP 2.1: Number of jobs, 2006

The region’s employment is now widely

U.S. 202 and Rt. 422 also are important. In

decentralized, chieﬂy organized around its

the case of U.S. 202, we see good jobs clus-

curve deﬁned by I-76, I-276, I-476, and I-276,

major roadways. As Map 2.1 reveals, many
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it is clear that high paying jobs follow the

tered on both the Delaware and New Jersey

of the region’s jobs, although dispersed, are

borders, suggesting that the border munici-

concentrated in a minority of its communi-

palities are beneﬁtting from growth spilling

ties. Most of these communities lie along

over from the job centers in these states.

either an arc shaped by the interstates I-76,

The high paying jobs in the communities

I-276, I-476, and I-676 or an arc carved

along Rt. 422 arise from growth spreading

by I-95. The 25 communities with at least

out from the King of Prussia area. The I-95

20,000 jobs account for 48 percent of the re-

job arc Map 2.1 is less evident in Map 2.2.

gion’s employment, and almost 10 percent
of all jobs are in Center City Philadelphia.
Sources: NJ and PA Departments
of Labor, 2006.

$17,975 to 30,000�� $30,001 to 35,000�� $35,001 to 40,000�� $40,001 to 45,000��
$45,001 to 86,779�� Municipalities with fewer than 100 jobs��

MAP 2.2: Median annual wages, 2006

In recent years, eﬀorts to stimulate jobs
in the “creative economy” increasingly

have been seen as an economic develop-

To match our region to the other met-

ment strategy. Although deﬁnitions of the

ropolitan areas we use as a comparison

creative economy vary, we use here John

group, we must turn to a diﬀerent source

Howkins’ classiﬁcation which includes art,

of data because the most similar data avail-

design, the visual and performing arts, ad-

able—the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Survey

vertising, publishing, research and develop-

of Employment and Earnings—suﬀers from

ment, software, and other jobs

underreporting in signiﬁcant industries.

______________________________

We use data from the U.S. Census’ monthly

The region’s employment is now
widely decentralized, chieﬂy organized
around its major roadways.

Current Population Survey (CPS) of house-

______________________________
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holds rather than employers. Because the
CPS lacks an industrial classiﬁcation as used
for Map 2.3 and because of the diﬀerent

Less than 5.0%�� 5.1 to 15.0%�� 15.1 to 30.0%�� 30.1 to 95.7%��

MAP 2.3: Percentage of jobs� in creative economy, 2007

source of the data, the percentages in the
involving creative problem-solving.3 This

creative economy should not be compared

broad deﬁnition encompasses 343,000 or

to the employer data. But what the CPS

16 percent of the region’s jobs. Map 2.3

suggests is that, relative to our comparison

indicates that they are widely distributed,

group, our region has the third lowest per-

although there is evidence that they favor

centage employed in the creative economy

communities with institutions of higher

(Figure 2.1).

education such as Swarthmore, West Philadelphia, and Lower North Philadelphia.

Sources: NJ and PA Departments of Labor, 2006.
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FIGURE 2.1: Creative economy
employment, 2007
�
Source: U.S. Census, Current Population Survey, March, 2007.
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Family Income

8
30% or less�� 30.1 to 35.%�� 35.1 to 40.0%�� Greater than 40.0%��

MAP 3.1: Percentage of families with adjusted
gross incomes of less than $25,000, 2005
�
Source: U.S. Treasury, Internal Revenue Service data, 2005.

Few measures have implications as broad

and 2005 Where We Stand reports on the dis-

as income for quality of life. The growth of

tribution of low income households (avail-

income inequality and the deterioration of

able at www.temple.edu/mpip). As we have

the social safety net point to the need to

seen in other income data, low AGI incomes

continually assess where the region stands.

are concentrated in older industrial commu-

Until 2010, when the U.S. Census will begin

nities on both sides of the Delaware River.

annual publication of income statistics, the

But there are also signiﬁcant concentrations

most current data on community incomes

in areas quite distant from the city in all

within the Philadelphia metropolitan region

parts of the region. Fifty-one of the region’s

derive from 2005 Internal Revenue Service

354 communities had at least 40 percent of

ﬁles on adjusted gross income (AGI). How-

AGI incomes under $25,000.

ever, interpretation of these data requires
some caution. They reﬂect income from tax

Map 3.2 portrays the distribution of average

returns, not families, and more than one

AGI incomes and, resonating with earlier

return may be ﬁled from a family—as when

Where We Stand reports on incomes, it docu-

a teenager has a part-time job. We focus on

ments both the concentration of higher in-

the low end of the AGI income distribution

comes in the communities bordering I-276, I-

where adjustments to gross income such as

76, U.S. 202, and U.S. 30 in Pennsylvania and,

for contributions to IRAs or for self-employ-

like Map 3.1, the concentration of lower

ment taxes are likely to be fewest. Map 3.1

incomes along the Delaware River. Thirty-six

displays the percentage of returns with AGI

of the region’s communities have average

incomes below $25,000, and the results are

adjusted gross incomes above $100,000 and

broadly consistent with the data in our 2004

36 have incomes below $40,000.

95

Comparable data for our comparison met-

the highest percentage because it com-

ropolitan areas are not yet available, and

bines both a high median family income

we therefore substitute the percentage of

and a high cost of living. At 17 percent,

families with incomes under $25,000 and

Philadelphia is tied with Cleveland, but

median family incomes from the U.S. Cen-

Philadelphia’s cost of living is essentially

sus in 2005. The data are adjusted for cost of

equal to that of the nation, while Cleve-

living diﬀerences among the regions.4

land’s cost of living is appreciably lower.

______________________________

...there is substantial variation in all
of our measures of income, reinforcing
the common impression that quality
of life is substantially tied to place.

Signiﬁcant variation also appears in median family incomes, ranging from a high
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Source: Internal Revenue
Service data, 2005.

of $79,193 to a low of $64,933. After the
adjustment for price diﬀerences, Philadelphia ranks fourth with a median income of

______________________________

$70,080.

Table 3.1 reveals substantial variation in the

Both within the region and among the

percentages: Minneapolis has the lowest

comparison metropolitan areas, there is

percentage at nine, substantially below the

substantial variation in all of our measures

ﬁgures for the other metropolitan areas.

of income, reinforcing the common impres-

Minneapolis, unusually, combines a high

sion that quality of life is substantially tied

median family income with a cost of living

to place. Relative to our comparison re-

close to that of the nation as a whole. At the

gions, Philadelphia falls toward the middle

opposite end of the distribution, Boston has

of the range of both indicators.

$40,000 or less�� $40,001 to 65,000�� $65,001 to 85,000��
$85,001 to 100,000�� $100,001 to 221,035��

MAP 3.2: Average adjusted gross� income by municipalitiy, 2005

Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Minneapolis
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh

% less
than $25,000
16
19
18
17
15
9
17
15
13

Median
$79,193
$67,998
$64,933
$68,722
$70,857
$76,303
$70,080
$65,706
$68,112

Relative to U.S.
0.94
1.18
1.05
0.86
0.92
1.01
1.01
0.93
0.84

TABLE 3.1: Families with price adjusted family incomes under $25,000, median
family incomes, and metropolian income
levels relative to U.S., 20054
�
Sources: U.S. Census, Current Population Survey, March, 2006; Bettina H. Aten. “Interarea Price Levels:
An Experimental Methodology.” Monthly Labor Review. September: 47-61, 2006
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FIGURE 4.1: Average mortgage �amount, home purchases, 2006

Source: Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, Raw Data, 2006.
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While these mortgage amounts reﬂect the

the diﬃculties of locating decent housing

operations of the housing market, they

priced under the accepted limit for housing

do not necessarily control for the incomes

expenditures (30 percent of a household’s

of the households in the region. Thus, if

income), the region routinely falls in the

incomes were markedly higher in places like

lower range of housing prices compared to

Boston and Chicago, the aﬀordability of the

other major metropolitan areas.

higher priced housing in those areas might

The past several years have shown marked

indicates.

increases in housing prices, rising from a

______________________________

median sale price of $185,100 in 2004 to

Aﬀordable housing has been, and
continues to be a hallmark of the
Philadelphia region.

tinues to be relatively aﬀordable compared

3.5
4.7

to other metropolitan areas. Philadelphia’s

2.4

3

possibility of many households to avoid

Figure 4.1 that the Philadelphia area con-

3.7

2

Minneapolis.

$230,200 in 2006.5 Despite this, we see in

2.7
2.9

1

to be a hallmark of the Philadelphia region.

be better than the average price alone

4.6

0

and Chicago, and only slightly below that of

While income constraints have limited the

118,945

$0K

Aﬀordable housing has been, and continues

4

FIGURE 4.2: Ratio of house
price to income, 2006
�

5

Source: Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, State of the Nation's Housing, 2007.

6

______________________________

average home purchase mortgage for 2006

In fact, we can see in Figure 4.2 that the

falls above the economically challenged re-

ratio of median house price to the regional

gions of Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit,

median incomes does not alter the pattern

but well below Boston, Phoenix, Baltimore,

we have already observed. Boston in par-

95

ticular shows a greater home price burden

ning to impact on local markets. Thus, we

than the other areas, with a median house

see higher end housing markets along the

price that is more than ﬁve times greater

traditional Main Line and Rt. 202 corridors

than its median income. Again, Philadelphia

in Montgomery and Chester County, along

remains below the halfway mark in this

the Delaware River in upper Bucks County,

measure of aﬀordability, with an income-

and near I-295 and Rt. 55 in Burlington and

price multiple of 3.5.

Gloucester County in New Jersey. It is also

In Map 4.1, we examine the distribution
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76

295

30
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295

possible to see that the increased housing
prices that have been a part of the Center

of average mortgage amounts for 2006

City renaissance have begun to spill over

across the communities of the region. As a

into the Lower North Philadelphia Planning

reference point, the lowest average mort-

Analysis section.

gage amount in the region was slightly
greater than $70,000, while the highest fell

In prior years we have also examined the

just above $537,000, 10 percent of mort-

pattern of sub-prime lending in the re-

gages fell above $290,000, while $127,000

gion’s communities. MPIP will be releasing

was the level below which the lowest 10

a separate report focused on the ways in

percent fell. As in prior years, the pattern of

which sub-prime loans aﬀect communities

lower and higher priced housing markets

with high levels of sub-prime mortgage

follows both the developmental trends of

activity, both in terms of foreclosure and

decentralization and transportation access,

predatory lending. This will be released on

but also shows more clearly where some

our website (www.temple.edu/mpip).

improvement in housing prices is begin-

476

11
$85,000 or less�� $85,001 to 180,000�� $180,001 to 280,000��
Greater than $280,000�� No mortgage activity��

MAP 4.1: Average mortgage,
home purchases, 2006
�

Source: Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, Raw Data, 2006.
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Property tax
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FIGURE 5.1: Estimated tax burden for a family
of three at diﬀerent income levels, 2005
�
Source: District of Columbia, Department of Finance, Tax Rates and Tax Burdens in the District of
Columbia: A Nationwide Comparison, 2005.
Note: Cleveland and Pittsburgh are omitted from the above ﬁgures because data are only available
for the largest citiy in each state.

Taxes
Virtually everyone who examines Phila-

property taxes paid by the family earning

delphia’s tax structure concludes that it is

$100,000 are only 20 percent to 30 percent

faulty. Both property and wage taxes draw

higher than the taxes paid by the family

constant criticism, but the two types of

earning $50,000. But in every city, income

taxes must be judged diﬀerently in relation

taxes paid by the higher earning household

to tax patterns in other U.S. cities.

are more than twice as high.

Figure 5.1 compares Philadelphia’s tax

To bring Philadelphia in line with compa-

burden to our comparison cities (rather

rable cities, the city government is making

than metropolitan areas). It estimates the

annual downward adjustments in wage tax

state and local taxes levied on a hypotheti-

rates for both city residents and suburban-

cal family of three living and working within

ites who work in Philadelphia. However, the

the city, owning a house priced at the aver-

dollar diﬀerences resulting from these in-

age value for that income level. It shows

cremental, year-to-year reductions are small

that the property tax burden faced by Phila-

in comparison to a family’s total tax bill. For

delphians falls within the range of other

example, a hypothetical Philadelphia family

big cities. However, the wage tax in Phila-

earning $75,000 expected in 2007 to see a

delphia is higher than in all the other cities.

year-to-year reduction of about $75 below

Defenders of earned income taxes cite

their 2006 wage tax obligation.

their progressive nature. Figure 5.1 shows
that income tax burdens rise more steeply

In the context of the entire metropolitan

from lower to higher income families than

area, Philadelphia is among the most heav-

do property tax burdens. Across the cities,

ily taxed, although not the only high-tax

Sources: NJ Department of
Community Aﬀairs; PA
Department of Community and
Economic Development, 2007.

jurisdiction. Maps 5.1 and 5.2 display the

generally high property taxes combined

combined state and local tax burden that

with the Philadelphia wage tax result in

would be imposed by diﬀerent municipali-

heavy burdens, especially in Camden and

ties on a hypothetical household earning

Salem counties.

the median income for the region and owning a house priced at the average market

The highest tax burdens in the region are

value for the region.

felt by residents in both the largest and

______________________________

The highest tax burdens in the region
are felt by residents in both the largest
and smallest jurisdictions, measured
by population size.
______________________________

The diﬀerence between the two maps is
that, in the suburbs, Map 5.1 assumes the
wage earners are employed outside Philadelphia, whereas Map 5.2 assumes those
same suburban earners are employed in the
city and therefore subject to Philadelphia’s
wage tax. Map 5.2 shows that for New Jersey residents who work in Philadelphia, the

No Data��

smallest jurisdictions, measured by population size. Philadelphia, by far the largest
jurisdiction, falls into the top category
in both maps, along with Camden and a

Less than $5,000�� $5,000 to 6,499�� $6,500 to 7,999�� $8,000 or greater��
� paid by a hypothetical household if
MAP 5.1: Combined state and local taxes
suburban earners work outside of Philadelphia, 2007

number of other communities near the
Delaware River in Delaware County. Also
among the highest-taxed places in the
region are several small communities with
populations under 10,000, arrayed along

Sources: NJ Department of
Community Aﬀairs; PA
Department of Community and
Economic Development, 2007.

a diagonal line that spills southeastward
from Camden. These are communities that
New Jersey Governor Corzine is pressing to
merge or consolidate services with neighboring towns, in order to deliver service
more eﬃciently and reduce tax burdens.
No Data��

Less than $5,000�� $5,000 to 6,499�� $6,500 to 7,999�� $8,000 or greater��

MAP 5.2: Combined state and local taxes paid by a hypothetical household if
suburban earners work in Philadelphia, 2007
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FIGURE 6.1: Percentange of 3 to 4� year olds enrolled in school, 2006
Source: U.S. Census, American Community Survey, 2006.s

70

Schools rank among the most important

partly because the state government of New

contributors to the quality of life in any

Jersey has provided funding for early child-

community, preparing children for satisfy-

hood education in school districts where at

ing and productive lives. To succeed in the

least 20 percent of children are low-income.

knowledge economy, they need access to

The state government of Pennsylvania lags

quality education not only in grades Kinder-

well behind New Jersey in supporting pre-

garten through12, but higher education as

school programs. In the ﬁve Pennsylvania

well. Our measures therefore include both

counties of metropolitan Philadelphia, Early

levels of schooling.

Head Start serves less than two percent of
eligible poor children.6

To see how well metropolitan Philadelphia
is meeting its obligations at the K-12 level,
we assess our region’s educational provision
at the earliest pre-school stage, and at the
concluding stage of high school. We start
with pre-school because it provides crucial
preparation to three- and four-year-old children so they can gain the most out of their

______________________________

Greater Philadelphia ranks in the
middle among metro areas when comparing pre-school enrollments and the
rate at which young adults earn high
school diplomas or GEDs.
______________________________

school years. Figure 6.1 shows that slightly
more than half of three- and four-year- olds

At the other end of the K-12 spectrum,

in our region are enrolled in pre-school

school districts also face a problem serv-

of some kind, although not necessarily

ing all teenagers because many students

full-day. On this measure, only metropoli-

stop attending high schools. The personal

tan Boston surpasses greater Philadelphia,

and collective consequences of students

dropping out become more urgent as the

inequalities among school districts. For

knowledge economy requires increasing

example, Map 6.1 shows substantial diﬀer-

skills and credentials. In his 2008 inaugural

ences in the share of high school students

speech, Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter

leaving high school classrooms between

identiﬁed an “economic imperative” for

the beginning and end of the 2005-2006

reducing the number of dropouts, as well

school year. Throughout most of the

as “an educational imperative” and a “moral

region, high schools were losing only one

imperative.” For the Philadelphia region as a

or two percent of students at each grade

whole, Figure 6.2 shows that more than 15

level. However, a small number of districts

percent of young adults aged 18 to 24 have

saw annual attrition rates of three percent

failed to complete a high school diploma or

to 14 percent. Compounded across four

the equivalent GED ( a “general education

grades of high school, those higher annual

development” certiﬁcate which many high

attrition rates could result in districts losing

school dropouts eventually obtain). On this

12 percent to 56 percent of their students

measure, Philadelphia falls in the middle of

between freshman year and graduation (if

the comparison group.

none of the annual dropouts returned to

When we compare regional averages for
pre-school enrollments and the rate at
which young adults earn high school diplomas, greater Philadelphia fares reasonably
well among the comparison metropolitan
areas. More troubling than the regional
averages, however, are the substantial
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FIGURE 6.2: Percentage of 18 to 24 year olds� with no high school diploma or GED, 2006
Source: U.S. Census, American Community Survey, 2006.
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school in subsequent years). And in fact,
the most comprehensive recent study of
the dropout problem in Philadelphia estimated that recent graduating classes had
lost 45 percent to 52 percent of starting

Data not available��

freshmen.7 Other older urban centers in the
region like Camden and Chester also show
unacceptably high rates of annual attrition.

25

0 to 1.9%�� 2.0 to 2.9%�� 3.0 to 14.4%�� Elementary only districts��

MAP 6.1: Annual student attrition
for high schools, 2005–2006
�
Sources: NJ and PA Departments of Education, 2005–2006.

Education
For those students who successfully com-

region have focused attention recently on

plete high school, an important determi-

expanding two speciﬁc population groups

nant of their access to higher education

they hope will increase Philadelphia’s com-

is their score on the SAT (Scholastic As-

petitiveness.

sessment Test). Taken by college-bound

______________________________

seniors across the nation, the SAT is used

...many suburban districts in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania fall short of
the national average for combined
SAT scores.

by college admissions oﬃcers to compare
students coming from schools with widely

16

Note: National average
combined SAT score is 1017

diﬀering resources, educational programs,
and grading practices. Map 6.2 shows that
many school districts in this region score at

At or below national average�� Above national average��� Elementary only districts��

MAP 6.2: Average combined
SAT score, 2006–2007
�
Sources: NJ and PA Departments of Education, 2006–2007.

or above the national average. Not surprisingly, however, students in Philadelphia and
Camden as well as many older boroughs
and towns arrayed along the Delaware River
score below the national average. It is more
surprising how many suburban districts
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania fall short
of the national average for combined SAT
scores.
Recognizing that participation in the 21st
century workforce increasingly requires
a college education, civic leaders in this

______________________________
The ﬁrst group has been referred to as “the
young and the restless” -individuals in their
twenties and thirties with college degrees
and lifestyle preferences that favor urban
centers. This is the most mobile age group
in the U.S., whose likelihood of moving
declines sharply after age 35. Philadelphia
is one among many areas of the country
wooing this population, in the hope that
they will remain beyond their mid-30s,
contributing their talent and resources to
regional development. Figure 6.3 shows

the percentage of residents aged 18 to 34

who have earned some college credits

who either hold a college degree or are cur-

but never completed a degree. In Figure

rently enrolled in college. The Philadelphia

6.4, we see the percentage of residents

metropolitan area does not fare badly in

between the ages of 25 and 64 who left

comparison with any of the other regions

college without a diploma. Interestingly,

except greater Boston, where the share of

Figure 6.4 displays none of the large

young adults who are college-educated is

gaps in Figure 6.3 that separated central

almost 10 percentage points higher than

cities from their surrounding suburbs. The

in Philadelphia. Compared to metropolitan

value for each metropolitan area roughly

areas, the central cities display much starker

corresponds to that of its central city. The

diﬀerences in the percentage of young

ﬁgures are smallest for Boston and largest

adults who are college educated, ranging

for Detroit. Although Philadelphia ranks

from highs over two-thirds, to lows under

nearer to Boston than to Detroit, the ﬁgure

one-third in Detroit and Phoenix. Perhaps

of 16 percent for the city means that over

48/48%
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FIGURE 6.3: Percentage of 18 to 34 year olds enrolled or holding a college degree, 2006

18/20%
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most interesting of all is the dramatic

118,000 Philadelphians of working age fall

extent to which the central cities of Boston,

into this category. While some civic groups

Pittsburgh, and Minneapolis outscore their

are working to attract and retain young col-

surrounding suburbs in the proportion of

lege graduates, a partnership between the

young adults who are college-educated.

Philadelphia Workforce Investment Board

Metropolitan area�� Principal city��

In contrast, the city of Philadelphia trails

and the Economy League of Greater Phila-

behind its surrounding region.

delphia spawned “Graduate! Philadelphia,”

FIGURE 6.4: Percentage of 25 to 64 year olds
with some college but no degree, 2006
��

a new organization committed to helping
The second target group for civic action

adults of all ages who have earned some

is the population of working-age adults

college credits to complete their degrees.8
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Source: U.S. Census, American Community Survey, 2006.
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FIGURE 7.1: Arts and culture organizations
per 100,000 residents, 2005
�
Source: National Center for Charitable Statistics, 2005.
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25

Arts and culture organizations provide

adjusted the ﬁgures reported in this section

cultural opportunities, serve as stewards for

to reﬂect the population diﬀerences from

important community assets, and contrib-

region to region.) The abundant cultural

ute to the regional economy. In this section,

opportunities represented by Philadelphia’s

we look at the state of the region’s nonproﬁt

arts sector, however, are not equally avail-

arts organizations, relying on tax returns

able throughout the region. As Map 7.1

submitted to the federal IRS by all nonproﬁt

shows, they are heavily concentrated in the

organizations with annual revenues of at

cities of Philadelphia and Camden and a few

least $25,000.

suburban centers.

With its historical sites, major cultural
institutions, performance companies,
community programs and centers, Philadelphia boasts an extraordinarily rich cultural
inventory. Figure 7.1 shows that except for
the Boston and Minneapolis metropolitan
areas, greater Philadelphia boasts more
nonproﬁt arts and culture organizations per
capita than any of the comparison regions.
(To take into account the signiﬁcantly diﬀerent sizes of the nine metropolitan areas, we

MAP 7.1: Location of arts and
culture nonproﬁts, 2007
�

Sources: National Center for Charitable Statistics; The Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, 2007.

______________________________

...this region’s impressive number of
artistic and culture organizations is
both an asset and a problem.

______________________________
Artistic and cultural organizations make a
direct impact on the economy by spending
for salaries and purchasing goods and services. In Figure 7.2, on the following page,
we see that expenditures made by cultural
organizations are signiﬁcantly higher in the

Boston area than anywhere else. Behind

The other major source of their funding

only Boston and Minneapolis, Philadelphia

is from contributions, gifts, and grants,

ranks on about the same level as Cleveland

including individual donations, corporate,

and ahead of other regions. (Even higher

foundation and government grants. Such

dollar contributions to the regional econo-

grants and contributions from donors are

my have been estimated by adding indirect

especially important to insure that people

spending and audience spending at hotels

from all income groups, not just the aﬄu-

and restaurants to the direct expenditures

ent, gain access to the arts. The sum total

by arts organizations).9

of all types of contributions serves as a
barometer of civic support for the arts.

Despite the good news about the size, di-

In Figure 7.3, we look at the extent to

versity, and economic impact of the arts,

which contributions are supporting annual

a recent report warned that this region’s

budgets of arts organizations. When we

impressive number of artistic and culture

consider contributions as a percentage

organizations is both an asset and a prob-

of these organizations’ expenditures, the

lem. Finding dollars to support all these

Philadelphia region falls on the low end

cultural activities can present challenges to

among comparison regions.

10

arts organizations. They must raise about
half their earnings from ticket sales, fees,
services provided under contract, investments, rentals, and gift shops.
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FIGURE 7.2: Expenditures by cultural
organizations per resident, 2005
�
Source: National Center for Charitable Statistics, 2005.
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FIGURE 7.3: Contributions to cultural organizations per resident and contributions
per resident as a percentage
of expenditures, 2005
�
Source: National Center for Charitable Statistics, 2005.
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FIGURE 8.1: Percentage of persons without health
insurance and on Medicaid, 2005–2006*
�
*Data for 2005 and 2006 averaged to reduce sampling error
Sources: U.S. Census, Current Population Survey, March, 2006 and 2007.
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Nationally and regionally, the long-term

across the region’s communities. How-

decline in employer-sponsored health

ever, the percentage of the population on

insurance and more recent growth in un-

Medicaid tends to track the percentage

employment have led to an increase in the

uninsured—in part because the growing

populations without any health insurance

reluctance of many physicians to accept

and on Medicaid, and both raise the risk of

Medicaid means that coverage may be more

ill health. In 2006, the national percentage

apparent than real. As described more fully

of persons covered by employer-sponsored

in our 2006 annual report (available at www.

health insurance fell below 60 percent, the

temple.edu/mpip), each state determines

number of uninsured rose to 47,000,000,

Medicaid eligibility, although New Jersey’s

and the number on Medicaid grew to more

and Pennsylvania’s policies are suﬃciently

11

Sources: NJ Department of
Health and Human Services,
2007; PA Department of Public
Welfare, 2007.

Less than 3.0%�� 3.0 to 6.0%�� 6.1 to 10.0%��
10.1 to 15.0%�� 15.1% or greater��

MAP 8.1: Percentage of population
on Medicaid, 2007
�

than 38,000,000.

alike to combine their data for analysis.

As the national economy slows, the per-

Map 8.1 displays the percentage on Medic-

centage without health insurance will rise

aid in each municipality in November, 2007.

as, for many, their assets will disqualify them

Aside from Philadelphia, the highest propor-

for Medicaid. Among our metropolitan

tions on Medicaid are in eastern and south-

peers, the percentage without health insur-

ern Delaware, southern Bucks, and Salem

ance varies greatly, ranging from eight to 22

counties, and recipiency is notably higher in

percent, with Philadelphia placing toward

New Jersey than in Pennsylvania.

the lower end at 12 percent (Figure 8.1).
About 13 percent of the nation’s populaUnfortunately, no data allow estimates of

tion reported being on Medicaid in 2006.

the percentage without health insurance

However, the U.S. Census’ Current Popula-

tion Survey, the basis for the national data

Lack of insurance, delays in seeking and

and our ﬁgures for the comparison regions,

qualifying for Medicaid, and provider resis-

12

undercounts those on Medicaid. Its

tance are likely to lead to a lack of or poor

estimate for the region’s 2005-2006 percent-

prenatal care—compromising the health of

age is 12 (Figure 8.1)—three percent lower

expectant mothers. Poor maternal health

than New Jersey and Pennsylvania records

is an important cause of low birth weight

actually reveal. Nonetheless, variation in

births (births under 2,500 grams), and low

Medicaid percentages for the comparison

birth weight children face higher risks of

metropolitan areas is substantial, ranging

adult ill health. Map 8.2 shows that com-

from eight percent for Minneapolis to 14

munities with signiﬁcant proportions of low

percent of Phoenix. Philadelphia with 12

birth weight births are widely distributed.

______________________________

The population without health insurance,

Relative to our comparison metropolitan areas, the region fares relatively
well; however, wide diﬀerences remain
among the region’s communities.

more broadly distributed than the popula-

Less than 5.0%�� 5.1 to 10.0%�� 10.1 to 15.0%��
15.1 to 26.7%�� Fewer than 10 total births��

tion on Medicaid, may partially explain the

MAP 8.2: Percentage of babies born low birth weight, 2007*

dispersion of communities with high levels

* Low birth weight is less than 2500 grams.

______________________________

percent again falls toward the middle of
the distribution; these diﬀerences reﬂect
a variety of factors such as diﬀerences in
state eligibility requirements, percentages
of eligibles enrolled, regional incomes, and
regional age distributions.

Sources: NJ Department of
Health and Senior Services,
2007; PA Department of Health,
Bureau of Health Statistics and
Research, 2007.
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�

of low birth weights.
Relative to its peers, the Philadelphia area
fares well with regard to low birth weight as
just one percentage point separates it from
Minneapolis—which has the best record
(see Figure 8.2). Relative to our comparison metropolitan areas, the region fares
relatively well; however, wide diﬀerences
remain among the region’s communities.
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FIGURE 8.2: Percentage of babies
born low birth weight, 2004*
�
Source: U.S. National Center for Health Statistics, 2004.
* Low birth weight is �less than 2500 grams.
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FIGURE 9.1: Violent crimes per
100,000 residents, 2006
�

Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Report, 2006.
Note: Data for Boston, Chicago are not available and Minneapolis is not comparable.

Public safety is on the minds of many

other major urban centers, it makes more

Philadelphians, as reﬂected in the strong

sense to compare crime rates for metropoli-

anti-crime stances taken by all candidates

tan areas. The boundary lines dividing cities

running for mayor in 2007. The city’s violent

from their surrounding suburbs have been

crime rate has risen noticeably since 2004,

drawn in each case in unique historical and

following a pattern in many big cities.

political circumstances, so diﬀerent cities

However, to put recent public concerns in
perspective, it is worth noting that even

22

after the troubling increases of recent years,
Philadelphia has not returned to the high
crime rates of the early 1990s. From the
mid-1990s to the late 1990s, Philadelphia
experienced signiﬁcant reductions in crime.
Even with the recent spike in violent crimes
since 2004—a category that includes mur-

contain very diﬀerent shares of middleclass versus low-income neighborhoods,
making city-to-city comparisons unreliable.
Moreover, metropolitan residents travel
weekly to diﬀerent parts of the region, since
signiﬁcant distances often separate their
homes from work, schools, recreation, and
shopping. Their safety from crime depends
on conditions across the region.

ders, rapes, robberies, and aggravated as-

Comparing metropolitan areas in Figure

saults—Philadelphia reported fewer violent

9.1, we see that Philadelphia’s violent crime

crimes in 2006 (84,528) than in 1995, when

rate stands well below those in the Balti-

the comparable ﬁgure was 108,300.

more and Detroit regions, but higher than
the other comparison regions. Within the

Less than 4.9�� 5.0 to 9.9�� 10.0 to 35.2��

MAP 9.1: Violent crimes per
1,000 residents, 2006
�
Sources: NJ Division of State Police Uniform Crime Reporting Unit, Uniform Crime Report on NJ, 2006;
PA Uniform Crime Reporting Union, Bureau of Research and Development, PA Uniform Crime Reporting System, 2006.

Media attention typically focuses on crime

region, as Map 9.1 indicates, violent crime

in central cities. But if we want to compare

is highly concentrated within the core cities

the safety risks faced by Philadelphians with

of Philadelphia, Camden and Chester, along

with a handful of other older communities

in Figure 9.2, metropolitan Philadelphia

like Norristown, Coatesville, and Salem City.

suﬀers less from property crime than all the

______________________________

comparison regions except Pittsburgh.

Although Philadelphia’s violent
crime rate in 2006 ranked on the
high end among major metropolitan
areas, its property crime rate was
noticeably lower...

______________________________

Yet it would be a mistake to underestimate
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FIGURE 9.2: Property crimes� per 100,000 residents, 2006
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Report, 2006.
Note: Data for Boston and Chicago are not available.

the powerful negative impact of such crime
on our communities. Even after years of
downward trends, property crimes in the
Philadelphia region still outnumbered
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violent crimes by over four-to-one in 2006.
Property crimes are sometimes labeled “liv-

Although Philadelphia’s violent crime rate

ability crimes” because they aﬀect people’s

in 2006 ranked on the high end among ma-

daily attitudes as they attend school,

jor metropolitan areas, its property crime

commute to work, visit friends, shop, and

rate was noticeably lower than that of

go about their everyday business. Map 9.2

almost all the comparison regions. Property

shows that property crime plagues a much

crimes grab fewer headlines than violent

broader segment of the region’s population

crimes because they are crimes that involve

than does violent crime. When measured in

no physical assault against victims. They

relation to population counts, it is surpris-

include burglary, larceny, auto theft and

ingly prevalent in the suburbs of New

arson. They also garner less attention be-

Jersey.

cause, unlike violent crime, property crime
rates have been declining in recent years
both nationally and in this region. As shown

Less than 14.9�� 15.0 to 34.9�� 35 or more��

MAP 9.2: Property crimes�per 1,000 residents, 2006
Sources: NJ Division of State Police Uniform Crime Reporting Unit, Uniform Crime Report on NJ, 2006;
PA Uniform Crime Reporting Union, Bureau of Research and Development, PA Uniform Crime Reporting System, 2006.
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FIGURE 10.1: Percentage�using mass transit, 2005
Source: U.S. Census, American Community Survey, 2005.
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MAP 10.1: Percentage change in rail
ridership by station, 2001–2005
�
Sources: SEPTA Regional Rail Ridership Census, 2005; PATCO Ridership Census, 2005.
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Greater Philadelphia has an extensive,

alone increased by almost ﬁve percent.13

multi-modal transportation network of

Nationally, this increased share was gained

roads and rails (both regional rail and light

at the expense of all other modes of trans-

rail routes). Its roadways range from toll

portation, except that rail-based commut-

roads to interstate highways, and from lim-

ing increased. In the Philadelphia region,

ited access highways to a variety of major

SEPTA’s weekly rail ridership increased by

and minor routes. This year’s report focuses

more than six percent between 2003 and

on the role of the regional rail system in

2005, suggesting that this is a vital part of

meeting the region’s transportation needs,

the region’s transportation options.14 We

although the broader network is discussed

would argue from the data displayed in Fig-

in more detail in a special report prepared

ure 10.2 that Philadelphians, while enjoying

in 2007 and available at the project web-site

a spatially extensive regional network, use

(www.temple.edu/mpip).

the system for shorter journeys than many

As indicated in Figure 10.1, the Philadel-

other metropolitan areas.

phia region ranks higher than most of its

Map 10.1 indicates, however, that recent

comparison regions in mass transit use,

gains in SEPTA’s ridership have occurred

trailing Boston and Chicago. In the context

particularly at stations that are at some

of all transportation choices, however, the

distance from the traditional rail hubs of

region exhibits an increasing reliance on

30th Street, Suburban Station, and Market

the single car ridership. From 1990 to 2000,

East, particularly in Delaware, Chester, and

even car pooling declined in its share of

Montgomery counties. PATCO, however, has

commuting choices, while people driving

shown declines at all but its Camden stops

(Its new Camden to Trenton line is too new

TMAs) and private shuttle systems are link-

to have generated change data for this

ing residential, commercial, and employ-

same time period.) It will be interesting to

ment centers to regional rails stations as

see whether recent increases in gasoline

a response to the demand for locationally

costs will impact on these ridership data.

responsive mass transit. Map 10.2 displays

______________________________

the links between this hybrid system and

Local public transit agencies and
private shuttle systems are linking
residential, commercial, and employment centers to regional rails stations
as a response to the demand for
locationally responsive mass transit.

the regional rail network. It is apparent

______________________________
Increased use of regional rails at distant
locations may be one of the eﬀects of a
hybrid system of public and private regional
transportation that has emerged in conjunction with the regional rail system, albeit
largely outside the operations of SEPTA
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FIGURE 10.2: Average miles per
trip on regional rails, 2004
�
Source: Federal Transit Administration’s National Transit Database, 2004.

that these shuttle services are responding
to the pattern of decentralized residential

25

and business development centers in the
region. Given the prohibitively high costs
of extending existing rail lines, let alone
developing new ones, these hybrids will
be of growing importance in addressing
the public mass transit needs of the region.
Notwithstanding, the likelihood still exists
for new light rail lines to extend into southern New Jersey (in Gloucester County) and
to serve the communities along the Rt. 422
corridor in upper Chester County.

itself. Local public transit agencies (Transportation Management Associations, or
Local shuttles

Commuter rail

MAP 10.2: Commuter rails� and local shuttles, 2007
Source: Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 2007.

Environment
Map 11.1 provides a satellite image of

forces, but simultaneously creates issues of

the region’s land uses to demonstrate the

sustainability as residential, economic, and

region’s environmental assets. A core of

transportation uses diminish the volume

densely developed communities at the

and the extent of these same spaces.

region’s core is surrounded by waterways,

Indeed, the largest concentration of green

forests, farmland and less intensively used

space in the region persists because of

land. The satellite image is dominated by

extremely detailed development limitations

four color groups: a red range, represent-

placed on the Pinelands National Reserve in

ing low to high intensity developed land; a

southern New Jersey.

beige-brown-yellow spectrum represent-
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Source: National Land Cover
Data, 2001.
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Tree cover and green spaces are keys to

indicating waterways and wetlands; and

maintaining air and water quality as well, as

shades of green representing forests. This

they help ﬁlter water, and reduce air pollu-

map reﬂects both the natural environment

tion. Figure 11.1 compares the proportion

of the region and concentrations of physi-

of land dedicated to parkland across the

cal development, radiating along the roads

central cities of our key metropolitan areas.

and railways of the region.

Boston is nationally recognized for its park
system, while Philadelphia falls in third posi-

MAP 11.1: Regional �land coverage, 2001
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FIGURE 11.1: Parkland as a� percentage of city, 2007
Source: City Park Facts, The Trust for Public Land, 2007.
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Map 11.2 translates this palette of land use

tion, behind Minneapolis, and just ahead

colors into a measure of the degree of land

of Phoenix. These four cities exceed the

cover present in each municipality. If we

remaining group by a signiﬁcant amount.

refer to Section 1 of this report, the central

Metropolitan areas also vary widely in air

paradox of sprawl is apparent: green space

quality, as seen in Figure 11.2. Philadelphia

and tree cover are parts of the attraction for

falls below the midpoint in metropolitan

residents seeking distance between highly

comparisons of the percentage of days

developed communities and a more “natu-

that a region had good air quality. Its 75.3

ral” physical environment. The attraction of

percent of good quality air days falls below

a green environment drives development

ﬁve of the regions, placing it above Phoenix,

Baltimore, and Pittsburgh, but well below

excludes Baltimore because of data set

the levels of Cleveland and Minneapolis.

limitations) displays the relative presence of

______________________________

these compounds in the water supplies of

The attraction of a green
environment drives development
forces, but simultaneously creates
issues of sustainability...

the central cities of our set of metropolitan
areas. These compounds are rather ubiquitous, as no city reports less than 90% of its
test stations had levels exceeding the EPA

______________________________

standard (5.7 parts per million, or ppm). The
level of trihalomethanes exceeds this standard in each city. One group of cities does

Water quality measures are another indica-

comparatively better, as Chicago. Cleve-

tor of environmental quality. We examined
the level of trihalomethanes, a suspected
carcinogen that is a byproduct of refrigerants
or the use of chlorine or bromine in the treatment of water supplies. Figure 11.3 (which

low 20.9 ppm; Philadelphia has the dubious
distinction of having the highest value, 52.8
Less than 15%�� 15 to 29%�� 30 to 47%�� 48 to 90%��

ppm, 9.3 times the threshold value.

MAP 11.2: Percentage of land� covered by tree canopy, 2001
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Source: National Land
Cover Data, 2001.
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FIGURE 11.2: Percentage “good”
air quality days, 2006
�
Source: Environmental Protection Agency, Air Quality Index, 2006.
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Source: Environmental Working Group, National Tap Water Quality Database, 2005.
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Technical Appendix
Map 1.1 and Figure 1.1. The total number of housing permits issued in 2006 divided by
the number of occupied housing units in 2000.
Map 2.1, Map 2.2, Map 2.3. We obtained data from the New Jersey and Pennsylvania
Departments of Labor on every establishment paying unemployment compensation
taxes in both states.. These data include a monthly accounting of the number of employees, the average wage for each quarter, an address for each establishment and a North
American Industry Code (NAIC) classifying their industry. We mapped each establishment
to a municipality. The creative economy was deﬁned as the following NAICs: 323115,
323117, 323122, 334611-334613, 443120, 453920, 511110-511140, 511199, 511210,
512110, 512120, 512191, 512199, 512210, 512230-512240, 512290, 515110, 515120,
515210, 516110, 541310, 541340, 541360, 541370, 541410-541430, 541490, 541511541512, 541519, 541612, 541620, 541690, 541710, 541720, 541810, 541830, 541840,
541850, 541860, 541870, 541890, 541910, 541922, 541990, 561439, 611110, 611210,
611310, 611410, 611420, 611430, 611512, 611513, 611519, 611610, 611630, 611691,
611699, 611710, 711110, 711120, 711130, 711190, 711310, 711320, 711410, 711510,
712110, 712120, 811210, 451211, 451220, and 451140.
Figure 2.1. We used the US Census’s monthly Current Population Survey of households
to determine the levels of creative economy employment in our comparison metros. To
calculate the number of creative economy jobs, we used the following 4 digit Census
industry codes: 1990, 3390, 4790, 5290, 5580, 6470, 6480, 6570, 6590, 6670, 6675, 7290,
7370, 7380, 7390, 7460, 7470, 7480, 7490, 7590, 7870, 7880, 7890, 8560, 8570, 8790.
Map 3.1 and Map 3.2. The Internal Revenue Service provides data on adjusted gross
income by zip code. We convert these data from zip code to municipality using the University of Missouri’s Missouri Census Data Center’s Geographic Correspondence Engine.
Map 4.1 and Figure 4.1. We calculated the average home mortgage amount by aggregating the total amount of conventional owner occupied housing mortgages to
the municipal or metropolitan level and divided that dollar amount by the number of
conventional owner occupied housing mortgages in the municipality or metro from the
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data.

Maps 5.1 and 5.2. The model household tax burden was computed by adding together
the average eﬀective property tax rate for the municipality (the percentages of overall
market value that is paid in real estate taxes), county tax rates, local wage tax rate and
state tax rates. We then multiplied these tax rates by the median home value for the
region ($230,300) and the median income for the region ($55,530). Because of the size of
the Philadelphia wage tax for people who work but do not live in Philadelphia, we also
calculated a value if the model householder works in Philadelphia.
Map 6.1. The number of secondary students who left school during the 2005-2006 year
divided by the total number of enrolled secondary students.
Figure 6.2. The total number of 18 to 24 year olds that hold neither a high school
diploma nor GED divided by the total number of 18 to 24 year olds in the metropolitan
statistical area.
Figure 6.3. The total number of 18 to 34 year olds who are currently enrolled in higher
education institutions or have already completed at least a Bachelor’s degree, divided by
the total number of 18 to 34 year olds in the metropolitan statistical area.
Figure 6.4. The total number of 25 to 64 year olds who have some college education,
but received no degree, divided by the total number of 25 to 64 year olds in the metropolitan statistical area.
Figure 7.3. Contributions to cultural organizations per resident were calculated by
dividing the total contributions to cultural organizations by the total population in the
metropolitan statistical area. Contributions per resident as a percentage of expenditures
were calculated by dividing the total amount contributed by the total expenditures.
Figure 8.1. This chart shows both the total number of people receiving health insurance
through Medicaid divided by the total population and the total number of
people without health insurance divided by the total population.
Figure 8.2. The number of babies born below 2,500 grams divided by the total number
of live births in the metropolitan statistical area.
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Technical Appendix
Map 8.2. The number of babies born below 2,500 grams divided by the total number of live
births for each municipality. We only calculated this ﬁgure for municipalities in which there
were at least 10 live births.
Figure 10.2. Total number of miles traveled on regional rail lines divided by the number of trips
within the metropolitan statistical area.
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Map 11.1. The original data from the USGS had 30 diﬀerent classiﬁcation categories. This map
shows only 13: Open Water, Developed–Open Space, Developed–Low Intensity,
Developed –Medium Intensity, Developed–High Intensity, Barren Land, Deciduous Forest, Evergreen Forest, Mixed Forest, Pasture–Hay, Cultivated Crops, Wooded Wetlands, and Emergent
Wetlands. Other classiﬁcations either were not represented in the region or were so small as to
be insigniﬁcant on the map.

Additional Selected Indicators Available on MPIP’s Website
In addition to the data presented in this report, there is a host of additional indicators available
on our new website. It is also now possible to use our website to make your own maps and
charts, and to export the images for use in your own reports, papers and websites. Following is
a selection of the additional indicators available in each section.

REGIONAL GROWTH
Number of Households
Percent of Population that is Asian
Percent of Population that is Hispanic/Latino
Percent of Population that is Foreign Born
Percent of Population that is Non-Hispanic, Black/African American
Percent of Population that is Caucasian/White

REGIONAL ECONOMY
Share of Region’s Total Employment
Number of Biotech Jobs
Number of Education and Health Care Jobs
Number of Manufacturing Jobs
Number of Males Aged 25 to 64 Not In the Labor Force
Number of Information and Technology Jobs

FAMILY INCOME
Number of Persons Receiving Food Stamps
Number of Persons Receiving Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income of Less Than $10,000
Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income Between $10,000 and $24,999
Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income Between $25,000 and $49,999
Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income Between $50,000 and $74,999
Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income Between $75,000 and $99,999
Number of Tax Returns with Adjusted Gross Income More Than $100,000

Balance of Assets to Liabilities in Arts and Culture Organizations
Total Revenues of Arts and Culture NonProﬁt Organizations
Total Expenditures of Arts and Culture NonProﬁt Organizations
Number of Arts and Culture Jobs
Number of Arts and Culture NonProﬁt Organizations

HEALTH
HOUSING
Number of Subprime Purchase Loans
Percentage of all Mortgage Loans that are Subprime
Number of Home Improvement Loans
Average Subprime Mortgage Amount in Dollars
Number of Home Improvement Loans
Average Home Improvement Loan in Dollars

TAXES
Local Tax Revenue per Household
Total Municipal Revenue in Dollars
Total Municipal Debt in Dollars

EDUCATION
Percent of High School Graduates Attending College
Percent of the Population 25 years or older with a Bachelor’s Degree or Higher
Percent of Students Eligible for Free or Reduced Price Lunch
Percent of Students Scoring Below Basic/Partially Proﬁcient on 8th Gr. Reading Test
Percent of Students Scoring Below Basic/Partially Proﬁcient on 8th Gr. Reading Test
Number of Students Enrolled in Private School, Kindergarten to Grade 12, Age 3+

ARTS AND CULTURE
Federal and State Funding for Arts and Culture

Medical Specialists per 10,000 Population
Primary Medical Practitioners per 10,000 Population
Number of People Age 21 to 64 with a Disability that Limits Leaving the Home
Number of People Age 21 to 64 with an Employment Limiting Disability

TRANSPORTATION
Percent of Population Driving Alone to Work
Distance in miles from the center of the community to the nearest train station
Percent of Households Owning No Car
Percent of Population Taking Public Transportation to Work

ENVIRONMENT
Percent of Land Area, Agricultural Use
Percent of Land Area, Recreational Use
Percent of Area, Residential Use
Percent of Land Area in the 100-year Flood Zone
Number of Superfund and Hazardous Waste Sites Within a Five Mile Radius
Percent of Land Covered by Impervious Surface
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1. Urban centers
2. Established towns
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